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Editorial

John Campbe ll 's work on the life and apologetics of Cornelius Van Ti! is
published as a chapter in the book Acorns to Oaks, a symposium of materials
brought together as a Festchrift devoted to Dr Geoff Adams in appreciation of
his lifelong service to Toronto Baptist Seminary (TBS). The book is published
by Joshua Press of Canada for TBS where Michael Haykin is now the
principal. The article by John Campbell in this issue is extracted from Acorns
to Oaks, a 244 page paperback containing twelve valuable expositions by as
many contributors. Evangelical Press stocks the book here in the UK.
Cornelius Van Ti l's influential life (1895-1987) covered most of the twentieth
century. Born in Holland and rai sed in the USA, Van Til combined the very
best of Reforn1ed thought from two continents. He was able to extract and
digest the best elements of such luminaries as American predecessors Charles
Hodge and B B Warfield, and Dutch scholars Abraham Kuyper, Herman
Bavinck and Klaas Schilder as well as American contemporaries Harry
Jellema, Geerhardus Vos and J Gresham Machen.
Following studies at Calvin Theological Seminary and both Princeton
University and Seminary (then an orthodox Calvinistic school) Van Til took
up a pastorate at the Christian Reformed Church in Spring Lake, Michigan. He
taught apologetics at Princeton Seminary during a year's pastoral leave in
1928-9.
After much pressure from Machen, 0 T Allis and Ned Stonehouse, Van Ti!
reluctantly agreed to join the inaugural faculty of the newly formed
Westminster Theological Seminary in 1929. The birth of Westminster was
deemed necessary because Princeton Seminary had moved in a liberal
direction. Van Til remained on the Westminster faculty until his retirement in
1972. Notable students of the professor included Francis Schaeffer and E J
Carnel l. John Murray was one of several esteemed colleagues tlu·ough the
years.
Richard Pratt names Van Ti! as 'undoubtedly the greatest defender of the
Christian faith in our generation', and J M Frame believes that his
'contribution to theology is of virtually Copernican dimensions'. F Nigel Lee
acclaimed Van Til as 'the prince of presuppositionalism and of transcendent

theocentrism in North America '. As hi career advanced and Van Ti!
developed his distinctive version of Reformed apologetics, he joined
intellectual battle with a who le ra nge of thinkers, from Calvinists within his
camp (Gordon H Clark) to perceived aberrant theologians (Karl Batih), and
from Rationalists to Empiricists.
Van Til was a personal evangelist all around his neighbourhood , and in
hospital work and visiting the sick. Some he led to faith in Christ. At times he
preached in the streets of Philadelphia. He recorded names of numerous folk
who were constantly prayed for over long periods. His compassion is seen in
his letters, such as those to both John Murray and James Daane as they were
dying. Daane had been an intellectua l protagonist but was touched by Yan Tit 's
pastoral concern and replied with a warm spiritual letter. Dr Martyn LloydJones on Cornelius' 70th birthday attests to the worldwide high regard in
which he was held.

What is so special about Jonathan Edwards?
The 300th anniversary of Edwards' bitih attracted 2,500 to a conference in
Minneapolis last November. The eleven recorded sessions are revi ewed in the
article 'An Unrivalled Legacy '.
In RT 196 we saw Jonathan Edwards as The Theologian of Revival. That
feature above everything else makes him special in Church hi story and a
criticism of the conference is the neglect of that part of the equation. Edwards
is also special because as we see from his book The History of Redemption he
was optimistic about the eventua l victory of the gospel in all nations and in
his call to extraordinary prayer based on Zechariah 8:20-23 he showed that
revivals are the way in which the kingdom of Christ advances. Most Reformed
pastors in Britain are amillennial. In the SA premillennianism reigns (some
sectors of the Reformed constituency excepted) which is probably the reason
why Edwards on revival was bypassed at the conference. It is poss ible to
debate differences about the future in tbe spirit of unity. That was the case in
1988 at the International Baptist Conference in Toronto which was wholly
devoted to eschatology.
Edwards is also unique in hi s writings. He covered much ground. Furthermore
he was special in his devotional Ii £ and spec ial reference is made to that in the
review of the conference.
I draw attention to a further exceptional factor which was not ignored at the
Minneapolis Conference and that is Edwards ' willingness to suffer for the
principle/doctrine of the gathered church. Hence the unusual title ' A Notorious
Dismissal' of the extended review of the two biographies of Edwards.
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The Trinity and the 21st Century
Robert Letham

Islam began with a rejection of the trinity as repugnant to reason. Jesus Christ,
according to Mohammed , is simply a man and a prophet. Allah is one and has
1
no need of a son • It is not befitting to the maj esty of Allah th at he should beget
2
a son. The doctrine of the trinity is blasphemous • Mohammed had been raised
in an area where lived heretical Ch ristian groups, ex il ed following the maj or
ecumenical council s. Possibly he learned about both Judaism and Clu·istianity
from merchants on the trade routes from Arabia to Syria. Thi s may explain his
extremely limited grasp of both. He had a smattering of knowledge of the OT
and NT, of a most rudimentary and distorted kind. It is clear he had no contact
with orthodox Christianity. For example, the Qu'ran refutes claims that Mary
was part of the trinity3. With his explicit repudiation of the trinity, he denies
4
that Jesus died on the cross • The Qu 'ran scoffs at the idea that God would let
a prophet die by crucifixion - according to the common belief of the Arab
world at the time of Mohammed , God's favor is ev idenced by success.
The trinity is a crucial element in outreach to Islamic people. It is often
avoided because objections immediately arise. However, the entailments of
the Islamic view of Allah are far-reaching . Because of it, Islam has no way to
explain or even to maintain human personhood. Relationality among human
beings cannot be founded on man being the image of God , since God himself
is not and cannot be a relational being. Moreover, love cannot exist in God. A
monad cannot love. C S Lewis, not specifically addressing Islam but with
comments that are exactly pertinent, points to the fact that God can only be
love if, in effect, he is triune. ' AU sorts of people are fond of repeating the
Christian statement that "God is love" . But they seem not to notice that the
words "God is love" have no real meaning unless God co ntains at least two
Persons. Love is something that one person has for another person . If God was
5
a single person, then before the world was made, He was not love. ' And, we
might add, if he were not love he could not be personal either. To understand
the mindset that gives rise to suicide bombings one has to appreciate the
Islamic doctrine of God. If suicide bombers are neither good Muslims, nor
faithful to the teachings of the Qu 'ran as such, a god who is not relational and
so is bereft of love and marked preeminently by power and will cannot deter
the forcible imposition of will by some people on other people.
From its doctrine of Allah consequences have fl owed in the history of Islam.
A unitary, monadic god produced a unitary conununity of his fo llowers, the
3

urnmah. The followers of the prophet are a single community 'justly
6
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balanced' , a brotherhood, ' a single brotherhood' . The one nation of Islam is
a unitary entity. This may help to explain why, from time to time, there have
been attempts to unite existing political entities - Egypt and Syria in the 50s
and early 60s, and Gaddafi 's offers of political union between Libya and other
Arabic countries. In turn, the monolith requires dhimmitude, a form of
tolerance of but servitude of the People of the Book, Jews and Christians. It
also calls for the extermination of outright infidels. As a corollary, political
systems in Islamic countries do not recognize diversity. Unifonnly they are
authoritarian dictatorships, 'tyranny tempered by assassination ', with an
increasing trend to impose Islamic law on society. It is seen in particular in the
place given to women, over which it may be best to draw a discreet veil. The
only predominantly Islamic country that does not fit this picture is Turkey,
which was secularized in 1923 by Mustafa Kemal (Kemal Ataturk). There is a
similar lack of differentiation between Church and state. In fact, there is
nothing that coffesponds to the Church in Christian societies. As an example,
in Iran the religious leaders are pa1t of the power structure of the state. At the
outset of Islamic history, Mohammed conquered teffitories and became their
ruler. The state and the Church were and are identical, Allah the head, the
prophet his earthly representative. As such, the law is a given. There is no
debate about it. It is simply to be administered. In turn, submission (islam) is
required. It is only in countries irnfluenced by Christianity that there exists a
8
separation between these two spheres.
Bernard Lewis points to the avers ion of the Islamic world to polyphonic music
- where different performers play different instruments from different scores,
which blend together as one musical statement. 'To this very day the Middle
East - with the exception of some Westernised enclaves - remains a blank on
the itinerary of the great international virtuosos as they go on their world
9
tours . '
The Church has historically made little ground against Islam. The teffitory of
the Eastern Church was largely overrun in the seventh and eighth centuries.
Consequently, the East was forced on to the defensive and obliged to preserve
its inheritance. By the thirteenth century Islam was culturally ahead of the
Christian civilization of the West. Its philosophers, notably Avicenna and
Averroes, produced the leading interpretations of Aristotle. This posed a major
threat to the intellectual and doctrinal creqibility of the Christian faith. Siger
of Brabant may even have suggested, as a way to cope with the threat, the
notion of 'double truth ', that something could be false according to reason but
10
true in the realm of faith • Aquinas tried to resolve this tension. His Summa
Theologica proposed the integration of reason and faith, refuting the double
truth idea. His Summa contra Gentiles was aimed as an apologetic in the face
of the Islamic challenge. However, the problems of Aquinas' own
trinitarianism weakened the impact of this work. Aquinas held to the trinity
4

only with some difficulty, considering the three persons merely as relations
subsisting in the divine essence. Moreover, he kept back his treatment of the
trinity until long after discussing the doctrine of the one God. In this, although
he achieved much in re-establishing a rational defense of the faith , he failed to
challenge Islam at its roots.
Its doctrine of God is the major weak point of Islam. It is the root of all other
problems. It is here that the Christian apologete and evangeli st can probe, with
sensitivity and wisdom. Wh ile the trinity is one of the major stumbling blocks
to Muslims turning to Christ, it must be presented with intelligence and skill.
While this is rarely the route by which Muslims are brought to faith in Christ,
yet it is a topic impossible to avoid in conversation, for it will inevitably be
mentioned as a reason for Islamic rejection of Christianity. Here the love
paradigm of Richard of St. Victor, rediscovered in modem Russian Orthodox
theology and developed in differing ways by Moltmann and Staniloae, offers
11
help . Only a God who is triune can be personal. Only the holy trinity can be
love. Human love cannot possibly reflect the nature of God unless God is a
trinity of persons in union and communion. A so litary monad cannot love and,
since it cannot love, neither can it be a person. And if God is not personal
neither can we be - and if we are not persons we cannot love. This marks a
vast, immeasurable divide between those cultures that follow a monotheistic
unitary deity and those that are permeated by the Christian teaching on the
trinity. Trinitarian theology asserts that love is ultimate since God is love,
because he is three persons in undivided loving communion. Islam asserts that
Allah is powerful and his will is ultimate, before which submission (is/am) is
required.

Today's post-modern culture - diversity without unity
Developments in the West since around 1970 have moved in the opposite
direction to Islam. Post-modernism allows (indeed , forces) diversity but not
unity, and thus has no room for diversity-in-unity. Today it pervades virtually
every facet oflife in the Western world. The stress on diversity in the corporate
world and the media, the constantly shifting statements of leading politicians,
the disintegration of large and seemingly impregnable countries, and the huge
emphasis on the way people feel , are all expressions of post-modernism. lt
affects us all, every day of our lives. Some years ago, I wrote on this topic in
RT, so I will not repeat myself here but summarize briefly what I said then.
The modernism to which post-modernism is post was born in the
Enlightenment, around 1700, and lasted at the popular level to the third quarter
of the last century. It had an optimistic belief in human progress, based on a
hi gh evaluation of reason, stemming from a rejection of the biblical and
Christian world view. Immanu el Kant ( 1724-1804) held that scientific
knowledge is founded on observation by the senses. Religion , not based on

s

empirical observation and verification, belongs in a diffe rent category from
science. This led to the widespread myth of obj ective science and bred a deep
bias against the supernatural. Miracles were unacceptab le and so the virg in
birth, the incarnation, the resurrection and the deity of Christ were rejected by
those who shared thi s way of th inking. This worldview encouraged a split
between fa ith and history. Faith belongs to the re ligious realm (the noumenal),
beyond scientific or historica l investigation. The claim that Clu·istianity is an
historical re ligion ran aground against the counterclaim by the children of the
Enlightenment that historica l events cannot establish ultimate truth and thus
the historical resurrection of C hrist as the Church proclaimed it could not
establish the religious truth of the Christian faith. Moreover, the modern stress
on reason was set agai nst authority imposed from outside, such as Scripture.
While reason, under the authori ty of God 's revelation, is v ital, the postEnlighten ment use ofreason was autonomous, independent of the Bible or the
teachings of the C hu rch. T hus liberalism, at its height at the end of the
nineteenth century, focused on history and the historical Jesus, where the
Gospel records were held to be subject to scientific, historical investigation,
and looked askance at anything it cou ld not fit into its own predisposed
categories.
A number of factors combined to undermine Enlightenment modernism. First,
developments in physics destroyed Kant's assumption of two separate realms,
the physical and observable on the one hand, the spiritual, religious and ethical
on the other. Second, the En lightenme nt's belief in human progress and the
powers of reason was shattered by two world wars, the horrors of Auschwitz,
Hiroshima and other atrocities, and by a growing awareness of an emerging
eco logical crisis. Human nature no longer appeared benign. Many started to
explore the non-rational. Eastern mysticism and the occult entered in a big
way, the New Age movement emerg ing as a phoenix out of the ashes of
hippiedom. With this sea change emotion trumps reason, image triumphs over
substance . Third, the destructive effect of ideology seen in Nazism,
Communism and religious manipulation led to a deepening suspicion of
strongly held truth claims.
The post-modern world that has emerged is a very different one. It has a
generally pessimistic vi ew of human prog ress. The scie ntific and
technological advances of previous centuries are frequently questioned, their
negative impact as much in view as their positive. Additiona lly, the modern
world 's re liance on reason has been replaced by a preference fo r emotion.
Again, distrust of ideology now has ideological status. Pluralism in society is
reflected in the acceptance of more or less equally valid insights from
disparate religious sources.
Thankfully, the o ld objections to Christianity no longer carry the weight they
did as the cultural assumptions that supported them have crumbled. The
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scientific worldview made possible by James Clerk Maxwell (a devout elder
in the Church of Scotland) and Einstein is no longer inherently hostile to
Christianity. But a new situation has emerged, creating other, potentially even
more serious obstacles. While emotions are not to be shunned, for God created
them and intended us to respond to him with our whole being, there are
peculiar and sinister dangers in a world shaped not by considered thought but
by image and gut-feelings. These dangers relate to civil society and the rule of
law, and also to the Church and its faithfulness to Christ. In the vanguard of
this new world are not so much scientists as literary critics. lts root feahlfe is
12
that it is a world without objective meaning or absolute truth.
This has serious consequences, none more so than for claims of absolute truth,
claims that such and such is true in all times and places. For post-modernism,
truth claims are in reality attempts to manipulate people, bids for power and
control. Historic Christianity comes clearly into this category. Post-modern
critics seek to unmask these hidden agendas underlying claims of absolute
truth by a procedure known as deconstruction. Like peeling an onion, they
remove layer upon layer of surface claims to get at the real manipulative core
underneath. Post-modernism is deeply suspicious of the advertising industry,
which puts us all at the mercy of someone's desire to exert power over us
economically in an inherently deceitful way. The Christian Church is an
obvious target for deconstruction since it has wielded power over its adherents
and, in some cases, whole cultures.
In fact, for post-modernists beliefs are simply the preferred options of a
cultural group, like a taste for ice-cream. You believe the way you do because
the group with which you mix believes that way and you are happy and
comfortable with it. All is culturally and socially conditioned. This fits well
with a tolerant pluralism in which any and all beliefs are more or less equally
legitimate, all insights which cannot and do not claim to be true other than for
the one who has them. No group can claim it has the truth since truth (if indeed
there can be said to be any) is endlessly elusive. Christianity is personally and
individually qualified, a matter of taste. Absolute truth is not possible. The
Christian gospel cannot be objectively true or as such applicable at all times
and places and therefore to anyone who does not share a taste for it or for
whom it is not a particularly helpful insight.
Secondly, post-modernism's world is one of instability, diversity and
fragmentation. Since post-modernism allows no objective truth there can be
no fixed point ofreference to determine what we should believe or how we are
to act. This lack of fixity entails a total lack of stability in everyday life. No
basis exists for a commonly agreed morality. Since there is no absolute truth
and no fixed moral standards, anything goes.
In terms of objective meaning and absolute truth, it seems clear that if there is
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no absolute truth, w ho is to say that your insights are any better than those of
Adolf Hitler? If all is a giant language game, we have removed any basis for
rejecting ideas that are morally repugnant. If there is no basis for morality, the
immoral does not exist. Indeed, the world of post-modernism is entirely
arbitrary. If the emotions trump reason , we have no rational grounds for
anything . This mindset is also riddled with inconsistencies. Post-modernism
cannot stand the test of everyday life. It does not work and it will not work. It
fails the test of Ludwig Wittgenstein, w ho insisted that language and
philosophy must have 'cash-va lue ' in terms of the real world in which we go
about our business from day to day. To do that we assume there is an objective
wo rld and act accordingly. lf there were not, life could not go on. The way
people conduct themselves in ordered societies can only be explained on the
basis that they assume there to be standards of conduct that hold true across
the board , in times and places other th an one 's own. Moreover, postmodernism asks us to accept for itself what it deni es to everything and
everyone else. It denies and deconstructs absolute truth claims yet its own
claims are absolute, excluded from the relativism it foi sts on those of others.
It claims that all human language refers only to itse lf. This is an absolute
claim, applying to all human discourse , spoken or written . It is also
reductionistic, reducing the whole of reality to one fo rm, in this case a
particular theory of language. Such red uctioni sm is not a claim about language
so much as a philosophy, a worldview, a fundamentally religious worldview.
It elevates one branch of human activity and knowledge above all others and
claims for it an ultimate reference point (almost di vine status) it argues does
not and cannot exist. Its claims are self-destructive, rebounding upon itself. It
also fails the test of Godel 's theorem, which determined that no system can be
enclosed on itself. In reality human beings cannot live without objective
meaning or absolute truth. Life disintegrates without it.
If Islam teaches unity without diversity, post-modernism focuses on diversity
at the expense of unity. Both are found wanting and self-destructive. Neither
are true to the nature of creat ion, made to display his glory by the God who is
holy trinity - one indivisible being, tlu·ee irreducibly distinct persons: three
irreducibly distinct persons in one indivisible being. Both are exposed as
defective instances of fallen human thinking and living by the trinity.
The trinity and missions
Jesus prayed that bi s Church might be one (John 17), not only in a spiritual
sense or in heaven, but visibly in thi s world ' so that the world m ight believe '
that the Father sent him. Thi s unity is to mirror on a creaturely level the union
in the trinity. It is thus a unity grounded in truth , not a merely institutional or
enforced unity but a unity in deed and truth. It is not yet evident. For the
frntherance of the worldw ide advance of Christ 's rule, it must come. We must
work towards it in practica l tem1 s now, by abandoning manipulation, by
8

teaching and doing the truth and by seeking to promote the unity and
catholicity of the Church, as well as its purity and apostolicity.
Here perhaps our most appropriate task lies in our focusing on the
manipulation-free, self-giving trinitarian love of God. The incarnation of
Christ demonstrates this beyond parallel. In Philippians 2:5ff Paul stresses that
even in eternity the Son did not count his equality with the Father something
to be exploited for his own advantage. Instead he received all things from the
Father, including the honour of being our high priest (Heb 5:5). In his
incarnation he emptied himself, not by ceasing to be God but by adding the
form of a servant, becoming man. Then in his incarnate ministry he freely
humbled himself, serving others, ultimately giving himself up to the cursed
death of the cross, reserved by the Roman authorities for the lowest of the low
and which the Philippians, priding themselves on Philippi's status as a Roman
colony, under the protection of the ius Italicum (Roman law), would readily
see as the most despicable way to die. Christ does not put pressure on us so as
to achieve his own hidden agenda. Instead, he gave himself up to death.
This shows us what God is like. The holy and undi vided trinity is a union of
unbroken love. The Father, the Son, and the Holy Spirit do not manipulate
each other for their own ends, nor can they be deconstructed so as to disclose
that the real situation is other than it first appears. The trinitarian love is pure
and just, good and kind. The persons are distinct, the union undivided. There
is no conquest of unity by diversity, nor of diversity by unity. The three are one
and the one is three. Here is the theological heart of the Christian faith and this
should be our focus too in the post-modern wo rld and in counter to other
religions , including Islam. In missions of all kinds it is imperative that we
operate with a consistently biblical, trinitarian doctrine of creation, salvation
and the future. The centrality of the holy trinity is not only vital to worship and
prayer, but also in evangelism to individuals and cultures. At the heart of all
this is the way we treat other people, for if God is relational and we are made
in his image, at the centre of the Christi an faith is the way we deal with other
human beings who share his image.

Glory to God in the highest,
and peace to his people on earth.
Lord God, heavenly King,
almighty God and Father,
we worship you, we give you thanks,
we praise you for your glory.
Lord Jesus Christ, only Son of the Father,
Lord God, Lamb of God,
you take away the sin of the world: have mercy on us;
you are seated at the right hand of the Father; receive our prayer.
For you alone are the Holy One,
9

you alone are the Lord,
you alone are the Most High,
Jesus Christ, with the Holy Spirit,
in the glory of God the Father. Amen. '3

1
Ibid., Surah 19:3 5.
" 0 People of the Book! Comm it no excesses In your reli gion: nor say Of Allah aught but the
truth . Christ Jesus the son of Mary Was (no more than) A Messenger of All ah, And His Word ,
Which He bestowed on Mary, And a Spirit proceeding From Him: so believe in Allah and Hi s
Messengers. Say not "Trinity" : des ist: It will be better for you: For Allah is One God : Glory be to
Him : (Far exalted is He) above Having a son. To Him Be long all things in the heavens And on
earth. And enough Is Allah as a Di spenser of affa irs." The Holy Qur 'An , Surah 4: 17 1; 'They do
bl aspheme who say: All ah is one of three In a Trinity: for there is No god except One God. If they
des ist not From their word (of bl asphemy), Veril y a grievous penalty Wi ll befall the blasphemers
Amo ng them. " The Holy Qur 'An, 5: 73.
3
"A nd behold! Allah wi ll say: "O Jesus the son of Mary! Didst thou say unto rnen, ' Worship me
and my mother As gods in derogation of All ah' ?" He will say: "G lory to Thee ! never could I say
What I had no right (To say) .. . Never sa id I to them Aught except what Thou Didst co mmand me
To say, to wit, ' Worship A llah, my Lord and your Lord ' :" The Holy Qur 'An, Surah 5: 116- 17.
4
"That they sa id (in boast), " We kill ed Chri st Jesus The Son of Mary, The Messenger of Allah" But they killed him not, Nor crucified him . But so it was made to appear to them , And those who
di ffe r Therein are fu ll of dou bts, With no (certain) know ledge, But onl y conjecture to fo ll ow, For
of a surety They kil led him not - " Th e Holy Qur 'An , Surah 4 : 157; see also The Holy Qur 'An,
Surah 5: 110.
5
Jbid ., 174.
6
The Holy Qur 'An, Surah 2: 143.
7
1bid., Surah 21 :92, 23:52, 49: I 0.
8
Bern ard . Lewi s, What Went Wrong? Western Impact and Middle Eastern Response (New York:
Oxford Un iversity Press, 2002), 96f.
9
Ibid ., 136.
10
Dav id Know les, The Evolution of Medieval Thought (New York: Vintage Books, 1964), 27077; Jaroslav Pelikan, The Christian Tradition: A Histo1y of the Development of Doctrine:
Volume 3: The Growth of Medieval Theology (600-1300) (Chicago: University of Chi cago
Press, 1978), 289-90; Josef Pi eper, Scholasticism: Personalities and Problems of Medieval
Philosophy (New York: McGraw-Hill , 1964), 123ff; Edward P. Mahoney, 'Sense, Intellect, and
Imagin ation in Albert, Thomas, and Siger,' in The Cambridge Histo1y of Later Medieval
Philosophy: From the Rediscove1y of Aristorle to the Disintegration ofScholasticism 1100-1600,
Norman Kreitzmann (Cambridge: Cambridge Uni versity Press, 1982), 602-22 .
11
These theologies, especiall y that of Mo ltmann, contain weaknesses of va rying severi ty.
However, we should beware of throwing out the baby with the bathwater, as Richard and the
Russ ians (Bu lga kov, Lossky and others) have some fru itful ideas that can be ap propriately
deve loped.
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1n the next two paragraphs I am pa1ticul arly indebted to An thony C. T hise lton , Interpreting
God and the Post-Modern Self: On Meaning, Manipulation and Promise (Ed inb urgh: T&T
S lark, 1995).
Gloria in excelsis, Morn ing Prayer ll, BCP(E) , 94-95.
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A Notorious Dismissal
A review by the editor
Jonathan Edwards Iain Murray,
Banner of Truth, 503 pages hardback,
1987, £15.50.
Jonathan Edwards
George
Marsden, Yale University Press, 505
pages hardback (plus 110 pages of
notes) 2003. £25.00 (The Marsden
volume dust jacket has a fine human
portrait of Edwards, very much better
than the anaemic one we are used to
seeing).
I will develop the following questions
and in so doing, provide a general
review of the two biographies.
1.
What was the extent and lasting
impact of the 1740-41 awakening?
2.
Could
the
dismissal
at
Northampton have been averted?
3.
How did Edwards respond to
the humiliation of his dismissal?
4.
What about the sequel?

The cover of the new biography of
Jonathan Edwards by George M
Marsden

1.
What was the extent and lasting
impact of the 1740-41 awakening?

When we read the four Gospels and
the book of Acts we read about
supernaturalism, God's intervention
in human affairs. The revival was a
supernatural work of God. George
Tracey tells the whole story in his
1
Iain
book The Great Awakening.
Murray 's overview of 24 pages
provides more information than
Marsden. He tells of additions to the
churches, for example at North
Stonington 104 members added,
PlymoutJ1 84, Middleborough l 74

where in one day, 76 were struck and
brought to enquire what they should
do to escape condemnation.
Marsden in his compact 12 page
description succeeds well in
conveying the character of the
awakening. The following seven
paragraphs are extracted from
Marsden page 214ff.
By the end of April 174 l in Boston
thousands of people were crowding
to Tuesday and Friday 'lecture '

sermons, so that the three largest
churches had to be opened to
accommodate the throngs.
William Cooper of Brattle Street
Church said that more parishioners
sought counselling about the state of
their souls in one week than in the
previous 24 years. Another pastor
said that he counselled a thousand
enquiring souls . Many hundreds ,
from all classes in society, joined the
lists of the full communicants in
Boston's churches. Many hundreds of
others, though under deep religious
conviction, stopped short of full
communion, having been warned by
Tennent of the damnation that they
would face if they partook of the
Lord's Supper while still not truly
converted.
As revival fires were sweeping from
Boston throughout New England
during the spring, Edwards was
enjoying a relatively modest though
gratifying awakening among the
young people of Northampton , but he
was also ready for outside help. Much
of the recent awakening was spread
by young New England pastors who,
following the example of Whitefield
and Tennent, were itinerating across
reg1011,
preaching
the
extemporaneously.
In the meantime Edwards wrote to
Thomas Prince, 'The months of
August and September (1741) were
the most remarkable of any this year,
for appearances of conviction and
conversion of sinners, and great
reviving, quickenings and comforts
of professors, and for extraordinary
external effects of these th ings. '
Smaller gatherings at homes were
most intense. 'It was a very frequent

thing to see an house foll of outcries,
fainting:;, convulsions, and such like,
both with distress , and also with
admiration and joy. '
In many towns physical effects of
terrors and ecstasies equalled or
sur passed those in Northampton.
Jonathan Parsons, one of the pastors
who turned itinerant during the
awakening, reported that 'great
numbers cried out aloud in the
anguish of their souls. Strong men
fell as though a cannon had been
di scharged; and a ball had made its
way through their hearts . Some
young women were thrown into
hysteric fits.'
As local itinerants such as Parsons,
Wheelock, Pomeroy, and at least a
dozen others criss-crossed the
colonies during the summer, similar
sensational phenomena spread from
parish to parish. Revival sermons
now were typically punctuated by
outcries of anguish or joy, or by
convulsions , rages , seizures and
fain tings.
How much of this was epidemic
hysteria? Marsden and Murray
describe much fanaticism and wild
fire. Excess has to be weighed
against the extensive well-reasoned
defence that Edwards provides in his
writings to demonstrate that we must
be careful to calculate the lasting
effects of the revival in spite of the
excesses. Biblical preaching was
foundational to the reivival and that
contrasts with the modern Toronto
Blessing where the stress is on
working up epi demic hysteria while
in many instances it is hard to find a
Bible anywhere.

The awakening had a transforming
effect on the nation. The influence of
this remarkable work of the Holy
Spirit continues through Edwards'
writings. Having witnessed the power
of God in the revivals of 1735 and
1740-41 and later having read David
Brainerd's descriptions of the revival
among the Indians he was convinced
that this was the way in which the
whole world would eventually be
turned to Christ. Writing to
Whitefield in December 1740 he
shared his view that the proud empire
of Satan would fall throughout the
earth and the kingdom of Christ be
established from one end of the earth
2
to the other.
This conviction led Edwards in 174 7
to write an appeal for special prayer
to be made for revival. This began
with an exposition of Zechariah 8:2023. It was a small book which in due
course had a major impact in England
as ministers responded to his call for
special prayer for revival.
In the 1750s John Gillies collected
revivals and
descriptions of
published a series of 21 papers. For
instance among many examples he
cited he believed that remarkable
revivals in parts of the Netherlands
had come in answer to the Concert of
3
Prayer in Britain and America.
2.
Could the dismissal at
Northampton have been averted?
Edwards made fundamental pastoral
blunders leading to his dismissal in
1750. Did he have an eldership to
guide, support and protect him? Here
both Marsden and Murray are silent.

One of the pastoral blunders made by
Edwards was to name and shame

some young people in a church
service for obscene behaviour. This
alienated the families concerned. It is
fundamental that the way to deal with
bad behaviour is to go direct to those
involved and hammer out the issues
seeking to correct the offenders. We
do not read of Edwards taking
counsel from elders or church
officers.
The
Congregational
churches discarded eldership as
unworkable . They regarded lay elders
as simply ' not being up to it'.
Nevertheless at Northampton there
was a commitee of 18 ' leaders ' which
committee
organised
the
congregational form of government
by the congregation. With regard to
eldership it is true that it is better not
to
have
elders
than
have
inappropriate elders. Those who have
known bad situations can easily
become cynical about eldership.
However the Scriptures are clear
about the subject. We could say that
many marriages do not work. On that
account we do not discard marriage.
Edwards would have survived the
offence he caused by clumsy
pastoring and also his vulnerability
since he did very little pastoral
visiting. However he could not
survive the opposition he stirred up
when he emphasised the need to
reform the communion rule . His
people were not ready for that.
Edwards forced the issue by
announcing that he would give public
lectures on the subject of the Lord's
Supper. The Northampton people
boycotted the lectures. Some
attended from other villages. A
generation later Edwards was
vindicated when the Congregational
churches in New England reformed
communion rules.

3.
How did Edwards respond to
the humiliation of his dismissal?
The answer to that question is that he
showed astonishing humility when he
suffered unjustly. In thi s both
Marsden and Murray edi fy and
inspire. All his life Edwards strove to
emulate the humility of Christ. When
he was dismissed he showed no sign
of resentment. Edwards not only
made a study of humility but sought
earnestl y to practise it. He studied his
own heart in order to mortify sins of
pride. This explains why we look in
vain for statements of bittern ess
about
his
dismissal
from
Northampton. So deprived were they
of preachers that the leaders of the
Northampton
church
were
constrained to invite Edwards to
preach in the church from which he
had been dismissed . This he agreed to
do for fifteen months after his
dismissal.
There are many references to
humility in Edwards' writings and
sermons. Here is one from a sermon :
' Prid e is much more difficult to
discern than any other corruption
because, by nature, pride is a person
having too high a thought of himself.
Is it any surprise then, that a person
who has too high a thought of himse lf
is unaware of it? He thinks the
opinion he has of himself has just
grounds and therefore is not too hig h.
As a result, there is no other matter in
which the heart is more dece itful and
unsearchable. The very nature of it is
to work self-confidence and dri ve
away any suspicion of evil respecting
itself.'
4.

What about the sequel?

From a position of kadership and
fame Edwards was buried in
obscurity in the frontier village of
Stockbridge . Then suddenly aged
only 54 bis life was cut off from the
earth. Was that the end of the matter?
Far from it. His books survived as did
hi s reputation. Here Murray is far
4
more
useful
than
Marsden.
' Following the life of Edwards the
Calvinistic convictions waned in
North America. In the progress of a
decline which Edwards had rightly
anticipated, those Congregational
ch rches of New England which had
embraced Arminianism after the
Great Awakening gradually moved
into Unitarianism and universalism,
led by Charles Chauncey. And for the
most part, the separatist churches,
which had dreamed of proving
th emselves th e custodians of
orthodoxy, also failed. In the words
of G L Walker, 'The good in them
was overweighecl with too much of
what was not good to make success
poss ible
. . . mutual criticism,
censoriousness and extravagant
employment of church discipline tore
5
their churches in sunder. '
The situation is not always the same
but there is a parallel. My fear for
ever so many small Reformed
churches is that they are out of touch
with reality. They become so isolated
from other evange licals, poss ibly out
of fear of contaminati n, that they not
o ly suffer themselves but fail to
have a healthy or positive influence
on other evangelical churches. When
we read John 17 we can on ly view
such isolation as rep ugna nt to
Scripture.
Ez ra Stiles, President of Yale,
observed in I 77 1 that he could

estimate that only 4S ministers out of
SOO or 600 in New England admired
Edwards' writings. 16 years later in
1787
Stiles
used
extremely
disparaging te1ms about Edwards'
writings. He said in effect that they
would pass into oblivion and be
6
found only in rubbish heaps. It is
wonderful to observe that 300 years
after his birth Edwards ' writings are
being published more than ever
before.

Finally
there
1s
a
general
forgetfulness of Edwards' concern
that the generation following him
should not fall into Arminianism.
That backward trend has been
repeated so many times in the history
of the Church. Edwards anticipated
this trend . He wrote thorough
expository material s to strengthen
doctrinal foundations. His efforts in
this regard were not made in vain.

Marsden does not understand the
spiritual mind of George Whitefield.
He writes about him as though he
were merely a campaigner concerned
for his own fa me. The extraordinary
impact of Whitefield is reflected in
the following description: ' Wherever
he went [from Georgia to Maine] he
drew congregations by the hundreds
and
thou sands .
Wholesale
conversions followed, lives were
transformed , and a lasting impact was
made on th e character of the
7
Whitefield
American
people. '
deserves fa r better than Marsden
gives him.

George Marsden 's biography is
outstanding. The actual story runs for
SOS pages and is gripping from first
to last. In terms of pure biography
this is the definitive volume. It is not
a book which specialises in the
development and discussion of the
theological issues of Edwards '
theology. He not on ly illuminates his
subject but lights up the landscape
surround ing Edwards ' life and home.
He has succeeded in keeping
Edwards' family life in focus when it
would be easy for that to be eclipsed
by theological and historical
question s. Marsden makes for
thoroughly enjoyable reading.

I have drawn attention to the neglect
of Edwards ' view of the future and
how we should regard outpourings of
the Holy Spirit in God's plan of
redemption. Another neglected area
is the doctrine of eternal heaven and
eternal hell. I do not kno w of anyone
in the history of the Church that
developed these truths as well or as
thoroughly as Edwards. Heaven he
depicts as a world where everything
is in a state of improvement. Hell he
describes as horrors which get worse.
That is terrifying beyond human
conception. But thi s provides a
further compelling reason why we
should trust alone in Christ and hi s
ri ghteousness.

Since Murray is more astute on key
theological issues his biography is on
a par with Marsden. I am grateful to
They
are
possess
both.
complementary.
1

3 76 pages, first publi shed 1842 and
republi shed by the Banner of Truth in 1976
2
Personal Narrative and Personal Writings ,
ed . Claghorn , p 8 1.
3
Seasons of Grace -Colonial New England's
Revival Tradition in its British Context, 352
pages, OUP, 199 1, p. 233. A va luable and rare
book.
4
cf Murray pp 445 - 472
5
ibid; p. 454
6
ibid, p. 450.
7
ibid, Claghorn, p 800
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The Carey Conferenee
Pastor Conrad Pomeroy
How does th e work of God get done?
How fa r have we got to go in wo rld
evangeli sm? What is the place of the Law
in the new covenant? How can ministers
keep their marriages together an d
healt hy? How should we preach on
judgement? What is the place of the
Sabbath now? These were some of the
questions asked and answered at the
recent Carey Conferenc e held at the
Hayes Confe rence Centre in Swanw ick ,
Derbyshire.
The conference this year 6-8 January
2004 bega n in th e traditiona l way with an
hi storical paper given by Geoff Thomas,
this year looking at the life of Jonathan
Edwards. We were challenged by the
example of his godly living; especiall y
his searchi ng resolntions mad e as a young
man, and hi s remarkable humili ty when
rejected by hi s church after such
usefu lness. Phil Arthur gave two sti rring
addresses based on 2 Corinthians 11 and
12. We saw how Paul takes the Roman
'encomium ' and turns it on its head by
boasting of hi s sufferings. Thi s is how the
work of God gets done; we must be
willing to embrace suffering. (Most of us
there probably know little of thi s, but it is
a very rea l issue for one dear brother from
N igeri a.)
There we re two overseas speakers,
Joseph Pipa, Pres ident of Greenville
Theo logica l Seminary, S. Caro lina; and
Kirk Wel lum , pastor in Ontario, Canada.
Dr Pipa, in response to the teachi ng of
' New Covenant Theology ', sought to
show the abid ing nature of th e moral law
und er the new covenan t as see n in
Jeremiah 3 1. In a second session he
wo rked this out in pai1icular by foc using
on the Sabbath. He bega n w ith the

memorable quote, ' When the Sabbath
goes, piety goes; and when piety goes,
orthodoxy goes.' Mr Well um encouraged
us not to lose co nfid ence in preaching the
Word of God in a post-modem culture,
and he lped us to think th.rough the issue
of preaching judgement when it is so
unpopular. Judgement must be preached;
without it we won ' t get the gospel ri ght; it
needs to be preached in the context of
God's holiness and the propitiation of
Ca lvary.
There was a pai1ing of th e ways for the
first session on Wednesday morning; the
wives present received some guidance on
co unse lling from Ann Benton, whilst the
men were given sage and searching
marr iage advice in a humble and
sometimes humorous manner by her
husba nd John . Thi s was especially
poignant as Mr Benton brought to us
anonymous examples and quotes from
cou pl es w hos e marriages had broken
dow n after some tim e in the ministry.
Eac h morning bega n w ith a prayer
meeting before breakfast, and there was a
good time on Wednesday afternoon of
sharing and prayer when we heard news
fro m delegates who work in different
pa11s of the world. The fi nal session was
give n by the inimitab le Erroll Hulse as he
shared with us his passion for world
evangelism. There are still some 6,000
unreached people gro up in the wo rld,
and, on average human calculations, it
wou ld take some I 00,000 miss ionaries
arou nd 150 years to reach them a ll. We in
the west have a huge legacy left to us by
our godly forefath ers; we must share it.
(Thi s report by kind permission of the
Eng lish Churchman. Cassettes and CDs
obta inabl e from John Rubens, 1 The
Sadd lery,
The
Chase, NE WTON
AYCLIFFE. DL5 7LX)
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The Marks of an Unregenerate Mind
This article describes the marks of an unregenerate mind according to
Cornelius Van Ti!, extrapolatedfrom his writings and delineated by John W
Campbell
There is great profit from Van Ti! (see editorial). Readers are urged not to be
discouraged if they do not understand all the parts of this article on the first
reading. It gets better as you get into the flow and as you read a second and
third time. The first time I listened to Francis Schaeffer I understood very
little but it became more edifYing and enlightening every time I did listen
(editor).

The mind of unregenerate man
The 'mind' in Scripture (nous, dianoia etc.) approximates the 'heart' and
covers not only thinking but choosing and feeling as well. Van Ti! makes
much of the three states of man - Adamic (unfallen), unregenerate and
regenerate, and how their minds operate. The unregenerate mind is
profoundly and perversely affected by sin, which in turn results in all sorts
of damaging outcomes (Rom 1:21, 28). Despite attempts at suppression
(Rom 1:18), intuitive God-awareness remains in all people as the sensus
deitatis (sense of God). This awareness is the true contact point, and carries
· with it an indelible sense of obligation and guilt. Thus Van Til comments:
'The eternal power and Godhead of Paul 's gospel are clearly visible to all
men everywhere. God speaks his requirements through all the facts with
which man deals. He speaks to men in the works of creation and providence;
he speaks also to men through their conscience. He spoke at the beginning
of history in direct supernatural fashion to Adam. All men are therefore
without excuse. There is no fault in the objective revelation of God to men.
It is perspicuous; no one can escape being confronted with it. There is no
area of impersonal relationships where the face of God the Creator and
Judge does not confront man. It is not as though the evidence shows that a
god exists or that God probably exists. If such were the case then there
would be some excuse for man if he did not bow before his Maker. Paul
makes bold to claim that all men know deep down in their hearts that they

are creatures of God and have sinned against God their Creator and their
Judge.'

The unregenerate mind is I. apostate and 'autonomous'
Dr Van Til understands the historic fal l as man 's original assertion of
metaphysical (the basis of being) and epistemological (the basis of knowing)
independence. Autonomous reason does not allow fallen man to recognise
either his derivative nature or hi s true guilt. Van Til notes that 'modern man
has his own substitute for Christian ity. He, not God, determines this goal of
life. He must be his own standard of right and wrong . .. He must provide his
own motivation.'
In a well-used word picture of autonomous man , D.r Van Ti! depicts him like
a child home alone who denies to visitors that he has parents. He insists that
he alone owns and pays for everything, and that the rich evidences of adult
clothes and family pictures do not weaken his childish pretensions to
autonomy - not even the photograph which reveals him as a ' chip off the old
block ' . Like a wrestler, sinful man holds down the sensus deitatis of the
glorious God. This leaves a 'God-shaped blank' which tends to be filled by
lesser and flawed candidates (idol s).
Man 's autonomous reason, suggests Van Til, is like a misaligned buzz saw
that inevitably slices incorrectly, cutting truth about God and reality
according to the skewed setting of sinful personality. The intellect is a tool
that largely depends on its user. Van Ti! also employs an illustration of an
architect who designs specific plans and fun ctions only to find that the
builder, having notions of autonorny, tries to rearrange things creatively with
the result that many required elements do not work at all. Van Ti! calls us to
abandon any alien elements of neutrality or autonomy as we reach for full
epistemological self-consciousness .

2. Is hostile

If ' the sinful mind is hostile to God and it is not obedient to God 's law, nor
can it be ' (Rom 8:7), then Van Til is correct in asserting that there is no
neutral place in all creation.

There is no neutrality in the kno wer
Following in Kuyper 's path, Van Ti! shows how enormous are the ' noetic '

(noetic is from the Greek word for mind) effects of the fall. Scripture affirms
that the natural/ sinful man 'cannot receive the things of the Spirit' (l Cor
2: 14). Unregenerate man suppresses ultimate truth so that events, facts and
ideas are interpreted in a manner hostile to God's claims:
To be 'w ithout bias' is only to have a particular kind of bias. The idea of
' neutrality ' is simply a colourless suit that covers a negative attitude towards
God. At least it ought to be plain that he who is not for the God of
Christianity is against him.
Believers and unbelievers alike are immersed in the same environment of
God-constituted facts. This common metaphysical reality does not extend to
their epistemology because in key ways their knowledge faculties work
differently. Believers are enlightened by God 's Spirit to know and accept his
truth so that their lives become thoroughly renewed. Unbelievers prefer
darkness to light, and run for cover to habitually avoid every reminder of
God (John 3: 19-20). They reject him as a transcendent authority and as the
ultimate reference point of predication. They misinterpret reality through
lack of clear vision - in fact Van Til asserts that the unregenerate man has
yellow tinted glasses cemented to his nose so that all his thinking is
jaundiced. Fallen man is a God-hater. As Rousas Rushdoony remarks:
'To expect man, the covenant-breaker, to be impartial with regard to
factuality is like expecting a thief to sit impartially as judge and jury over
himself. '
Either way unbelievers oppose God and his truth. There is no demilitarised
zone in the warfare between Christ and Satan, so Christ must be held up as
the Lord of culture as well as religion.

There is no neutrality in the known
All facts are God-created and therefore witness to him in the epistemological
framework which presupposes creation. There are no 'brute facts'. God 's
common grace in the cosmos proclaims his being (Ps 8 and 19: lf; Rom
1: 19-20; 2: 15). Fact and meaning are tied together. Man is not free to assign
arbitrary meanings to physical data or historical eventuation for ' facts and
interpretation cannot be separated. It is impossible even to discuss any
particular fact except in relation to some universal. '
Van Til applies these thoughts with a compelling illustration:

'The main point is that if man could look anywhere and not be confronted
with the revelation of God then he could not sin in the biblical sense of the
term. Sin is the breaking of the law of God. God confronts man everywhere.
He cannot in the nature of the case confront man anywhere if he does not
confront him everywhere. God is one; the law is one. ff man could press one
button on the radio of his experience and not hear the voice of God then he
would always press that button and not the others. But man cannot even
press the button of his own self-consciousness without hearing the
requirement of God.'
The professor also uses the analogy of a person who lives on someone's
great estate and obtains all of life's necessities and pleasures without ever
acknowledging the owner. Ownership signs are everywhere but there is not
the slightest gratitude shown to him. Ignoring the rights of the Lord of the
manor rightly incurs his di spleasure. Likewise, when dependent creatures
wilfully deny God's claims, even his very existence, then they store up guilt
and wrath for themselves. Van Til concludes:
'You have as it were entered upon God's estate and have had your picnics
and hunting parties there without asking his pennission. You have taken the
grapes of God's vineyard without paying him any rent and you have insulted
his representatives who asked you for it. '

If one lacks a presupposed framewo rk then ' facts' cannot be of much help in
apologetics or evangelism. Van Til shows how easily an unbeliever could
accept something like Jes us' resurrection and still not be any closer to
Christianity. They would treat it as a 'brute fact' and put their own 'spin' on
it, perhaps by deeming it as a new indication of man's potentiality in being
or becoming and calling for a wider view of the limits of the possible. Thus
one can hold to a framework governed by the law of non-contradiction and
exhaustive knowledge, and still see no need to adopt Peter's or Paul's
doctrine of Jesus ' resurrection as it is preached in Acts.

3. Is disordered
The unbeliever 's reflections upon life have a faulty starting point, like a
guided missile misprogrammed before launching. His knowledge structure
is poorly built because the true foundation has been ignored, and winds or
floods are capable of destroying it or casting it adrift on a sea of relativism.
' In the beginning God ... ' is the last place unregenerate man would
contemplate as a starting point.

Consider the contrasting starting points of Locke 's empmc1sm and
Descartes' rationalism. John Locke ( d.1704) formally disclaimed
presuppositions and worked with the notion of the mind as a tabula rasa, a
blank sheet of paper awaiting the arrival of knowledge through sense
impressions from external stimuli. To Locke, man is neutral and his ultimate
starting point lies in gathering empirical sense data. Empiricism has many
philosophical descendants that include behaviourism and some educational,
political and penal theories.
Rene Descartes (d.1650) had a different order for cultivating a world view.
He was self-consciously working as a Roman Catholic apologist, concerned
to shore up traditional dogma in the face of rising scepticism. So he set out
to demonstrate the validity of God-knowledge without recourse to tradition,
Bible or faith. As the springboard of his knowledge system he bypassed
external phenomena and settled on the internal and rational cogito ergo sum
(I think, therefore I am). Jim Halsey, Professor Van Til 's interpreter, explains
it this way:
'The rationalist Descartes' cogito ergo sum ('I think, therefore I am'), for
example, illustrates the attempt on the part of apostate reason to found
human knowledge upon the self as intelligible to itself apart from God. Such
knowledge does not begin by making God the presupposition of every form
of intelligible predication. Once the one indisputable truth of the cogito was
established, Descartes hoped to proceed to the existence of the external
world and to God by "building bridges" outward from the autonomous self.'
Van Til compares empiricists and rationalists to a boy who has buttoned up
his jacket with the very first button in a wrong hole. When the point of
departure is defective then the whole sequence is dislocated. The disorder
becomes more obvious when it is noted that self-authenticating man fails to
adequately distinguish between proximate and ultimate stmting points. The
above philosophies tend to endow mere proximates with a mantle of
ultimacy. Sensory data or rational reflection are then enthroned. Following
Augustine and Calvin, Van Ti! has recognised the role of proximate starting
points but has never confused them with a truly theistic reference point.

4. Is eccentric
His thinking is off-centre, lopsided and unbalanced. It focuses on some

selected or appealing facet of reality and uses it as a standard to interpret the
whole. Having repressed the knowledge of God 's priority, mutinous man
looks around (formally or informally) for a different key to life.
Human existence, then, comes to be completely determined by the
dimensions of space and time, and often, in line with a scientificmechanistic viewpoint, ' nature' acquires a capital 'N ', and evolution a
capital ' E '. Jacques Monod claims in hi s Chance and Necessity that the
enormous variety of nature and th e richness of human culture can all be
explained by the laws of physics and chemistry, and yet his approach is
governed by an existential philosophy. Many hold to some fonn of
reductionism and agree with Max Planck that ' whatever can be measured,
exists ', or perhaps follow the suspect verification principle of Logical
Positivism. It should be remarked that Linguistic Analysts who test the
validity of knowledge have already made prior assumptions about reality.
This kind of thinking affected theology in the later 20th century. To make
God acceptable for a materialistic age, theologians tried to demythologise
God and turn him into the impersonal Ground of all Being, changed miracles
into parables, and dismissed credence in various concepts such as a God ' up
there ' ; supernatural events; any reliable cognitive word from God;
incarnation; resurrection; Trinity and heaven or hell. More recently the
theology of 'Open Theism ' (the idea that God himself does not know the
future) is taking a similar course in diminishing plain scriptural teaching
about God in order to make God more palatable. No wonder Carl Henry
depicted all such endeavours in this way:
We are left with only a multiplicity of ' latest words', none of them fixed and
final. So an elite cadre of Athenian intellectuals devoted to novelty soon
breeds an entire generation " ever learning and never able to come to a
knowledge of the truth" (2 Tim 3: 7) .
How would Van Til practise what he preaches? Observe the kindly pastoral
tone in his appeal to an unbeliever:
'Now in presenting all your facts and reasons to me, you have assumed that
such a God does not exist. You have taken for granted that you need no
emplacement of any sort outside of yourself. You have assumed the
autonomy of your own experience. Consequently you are unable - that is,
unwilling - to accept as a fact any fact that would challenge your self-

sufficiency. And you are bound to call that contradictory which does not fit
into the reach of your intellectual powers. You remember what old
Procrustus did. If his visitors were too long, he cut off a few slices at each
end ; if they were too short, he used the curtain stretcher on them. It is that
sort of thing I feel that you have done with every fact of human experience.
And I am asking you to be critical of this your own most basic assumption.
Will you not go into the basement of your own experience to see what has
been gathering there while you were busy here and there with the surface
inspection of life? You may be greatly surprised at what you find there.'
5. Is pretentious
From Bacon until the impact of Jacques Derrida a central concept of
exhaustive knowledge has held sway. There could be no absolutes ' till all the
facts are in ', so theories, textbooks and conclusions cannot ever be final.
New data will always force revisions and reassessments . Although Leibnitz
was probably the last individual to be able to write an encyclopaedia, some
still hope that perhaps computerisation will one day analyse all 'facts' within
the cosmos. One time Van Til student E J Camell embodies an exaggerated
Christian version of exhaustive knowledge when he says that 'time and
illumination alone stop us from understanding the entire revelation of God'.
Van Ti! links this pretentious ideal of knowledge with the univocal theory of
language. This view of language and knowing says that man and God know
the same things in the same way, and the only difference is that God knows
a lot more. On this univocal theory, given time and effort, man might one
day know as much as God. Unfortunately, it cuts across the vital Creator/
creature distinction and blurs important doctrines such as the
incomprehensibility and transcendence of God. Van Til holds that
revelational language is neither uni vocal (continuity through identical
meaning) nor equivocal (discontinuity through ambiguous, relative or
multiple meanings as in much non-evangelical thought) but analogical (like
meaning). This view, a subject of heated debate even between orthodox
Calvinists, seems to avoid the extremities of the other two, and
acknowledges God's sovereignty in that his thoughts are not our thoughts
and his ways not our ways (Isa 55:8-9).
The Bible does not teach all the facts but does teach the truth about all the
facts. Our wisdom is to grasp providence, salvation and coming judgement,
and so provide purpose and meaning. The believer is marked by humility
and trust rather than pride.

6. Is disquieted
There is unease in the realms of fo rmal thought. This is pre-eminently a
post-modern world of rap id transitions. Restrictive naturalistic and
mechanistic views of the world have crumbled in an age that is intolerant of
meta-narratives and any affirmations of absolute truth. ' Truth' is privatised
and may be subjectively valid for a person or group, but no ' triumphalism'
or universal truth claims are permitted. Chill winds are blowing in the once
optimistic civilised Western mi nd-set. Van Til would not have been surprised
by this vast sea change.
This cu ltural transformation is parallel in scope to the historic sh ift into the
En lightenment - except that the current massive sw ing is away from the
rational , intellectual, individual and objective, and towards the intuitive,
affective, collective and subject ive. Aristotle's three ways of knowing;
deduction, induction and intuiti on , are facing some challenges in the light of
post-modern methods. Michael Polanyi's promotion of the roles of intuition,
personal judgement, world views and imagination in hi s approach to 'tacit
knowing ' has helped to move the debate beyond old secular scientific
boundaries. Deconstructionism has replaced concepts such as
Foundationalism in current attempts to describe reality.
Historical Utopias once proposed or celebrated by optimistic writers such as
Carl Becker and HG Wells became mired in the military realities of the midtwentieth century, and their outcomes were dolefully lamented in Modern
Democracy (Becker) and Mind at The End of its Tether (Wells). The failure
of technology to control evil is widely noted, and 'progress ' is generally
rejected.
Other examples of this massive alteration in the Western outlook could be
cited, but such a large scale abandonment of long cherished principles fits
sn ugly with Van Til's epistemo logy. He sees all god less phi losophies as
fluctuating between Rationalism and Irrationalism, and expects each one to
come inevitably to its end. Instead of being overawed by their
representatives, the Christian has a duty to expose their fault-lines:
'Apologetics, like systematics, is valuable to the precise extent that it presses
the truth upon the attention of the natural man. The natural man must be
blasted out of his hideouts, his caves, his last lurking places.'

His analysis of the secu lar scientific approach of his day prod uces judicious
word pictures. He holds th at, as all facts are God-created, th e natural man
has va lid know ledge 'onl y as a th ief possesses goods', and that humani stic
sc ienti sts rely on knowledge fro m C hri stian so urces as a cattle rustl er
depends on stock fro m honest ranchers! He adds:
'Non-Christi an sc ience has worked with the borrowed ca pital of Chri stian
Th eism and for that reason alone bas been abl e to bring to light mucb truth .'

If he were alive today, perh aps the professor may have interpreted some of
the post-modem changes as the res ul t of the Western world 's beginnin g to
li ve out consistently its non-Chri sti an presuppositions. He mi ght very we ll
add that it has played out all tbe way to an irrati onalisti c reductio ad
absurdum. Whatever the preva iling thought forms to be addressed , the
professo r would always be ready with pastoral spirit and incisive acumen:
' M oreover it is true that the more consistently Chri stian ow· methodology,
the less acceptabl e it will be to the natu ra l man ... A patient may like a doctor
who tells him that hi s di sease can be cured by means of extern al applications
and di slike th e doctor who tell s him that he needs a major intern al operation.
Yet the latter doctor may be right in hi s diagnos is ... He who loves men most
w ill tell them the truth about themse lves in their own interest.'
T here is a fu rther facto r whi ch should be in cluded and I am sure that Van Til
would have concurred.

7. Is worldly
The unregenerate mind is full y wedded to thi s world. Thi s world has taken
over th e place of God. 'My peopl e bave committed two sins. They have
forsaken me the sprin g of living water, and have dug their own cistern s,
broke n cisterns, that cannot hold water ' (Jer 2: 13). There is that terse word
of James, ' You ad ul terous peop le, don't yo u know that friend ship w ith the
worl d is hatred toward God? Anyone who chooses to be a fr iend of the world
becomes an enemy of God ' (James 4:4).
Like the pig at hi s trough so the unregenerate mind must and will feed on
that which is un clean in God 's sight. The degree to which fa ll en men will
stoop to satisfy their carnal des ires vari es. Hence the mighty fl ood of novels,

films, videos and TV whi ch portray the depravity of mankind in lust,
ad ultery, violence and murder.
When a person is born aga in there is an immediate cleansing together with
a radical break with sin and the world and with the quagmire it represents.
But as believers well know this is not stra ightforward. Sinful rem nants
remain . Sanctification is progress ive . T here is the struggle described in
Romans 7. A love of the world can cause the believer much stress and this
involves a spiritual battle. ' For the sinfu l nature desires what is contrary to
the Spirit, and the Spirit what is contrary to the sinful nature, (Gal 5: 17).
There are many exhortations in Scripture to fl ee worldliness such as 1 John
2: 15-17. This conflict in the believer is not a conflict in the unregenerate
person who is absorbed wholly by th is world.

Conclusion
The radical experience that every man needs is regeneration, or the new
birth, without which, Jesus declares, no-one can see or enter the kingdom of
God (John 3:3-5).
Van Ti! concludes that regeneration is prior to knowing. Unregenerate
thought processes cann ot th ink God 's thoughts after him, or accept hi s
version of reality. The professor continues by show ing that not only is being
prior to know ing but also knowing is prior to behavi ng (i.e. the order is:
ontology - ep istemo logy - ethics). So, regenerate being, enli ghtened
knowledge and godly conduct hang together in that sequence. What a man
is determines how he thin ks, and those in turn settle what he does.
Regeneration, then, is a fundamental , transforming work of the Holy Spirit,
which begins the renewal and restoration of man, the image--bearer of God,
in knowledge, ri ghteous ness and ho lin ess. This aspect of Va n Ti! 's
contribution is large ly a mainstream Reformed treatment of how man 's
fac ulties (intellect, w ill and affections) are restored in principle to their
proper place, function , motivations, pre cc upations and relations (Co l 3: 10
etc). Once again, reason function s in subordination to revelation and no
longer asp ires to ul tim acy. It knows its derived nature, and as it grows in
epi stemo log ica l self-awareness it seeks to bring every area of Iife into
captivity to Christ. lt is content to be an analogue of God, a finite replica of
its Creator. The regenerate mind also must function w ith the authentication
that only the Holy Spirit of truth can give.
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News
Nigeria

Report by Pastor Spencer Cunnah of
Wycliffe Chapel, Sheffield
Back in April 2003 , Aniekan Ekpo, a
Nigerian pastor, attended the Banner
of Truth Ministers ' Conference in
Leicester. He came and spent an
evening with us here in Sheffield. I
found him to be a zealous
ambassador for the Reformed faith.
We shared a love of reading - the
Puritans,
Jonathan
Edwards,
Spurgeon and Ma1tyn Lloyd-Jones
and a concern to make Reformed
literature available to pastors in
countries where resources are
limited. Ani asked, "Would you be
willing to come to Nigeria some time
to help us with a ministers'
conference there along the lines of
the Banner of Truth Conference?"
"That will be nice", l replied.
However several months later it came
as something of a thunderbolt when I
discovered that Ani had planned a
very full programme for me at Port
Harcourt. What should I do? My wife
was not sure. Would I be eaten by a
crocodile? I felt constrained to go.
Nothing really prepares a westerner,
though , for the impact of arriving in a
tropical African country. All your
senses are assailed. The temperatme
w~h~-~tim~,~~b~-~dilie

air humid. The sight of the poverty of
many people is made the more
difficult to understand when you hear

Spencer Cunnah
of the oil wealth of the country. The
road from the airport to Port Harcourt
is dangerous after dark because of
robbers. The new sounds of birds and
insects all combine to rem ind you
that this really is a different part of
the world. I've driven a car in many
countries but wou ld hesitate hard and
long before driving in Nigeria. Cars
have no MOT certificate, drivers
have no insurance or licence, and the
roads are governed by no clear laws!
On the Lord's day, the day after I
arrived, I preached at Christ's
Reformed Baptist Church, Reformed
Tabernacle, off Okporo Road ,
Rumuodara, in the morning to about
250 people, and in the afternoon to a
crowd of curious children and
teen agers . Some of th e younger
children rubbed my arm to see if I
was really black under the strange
white skin they could see. The
congregations 1istened well and
seemed to unde rstand my Welsh
accent.

Just before the Sunday morning
service some pastors from Niger
arrived, who had travelled by bus for
some three or four days to be at the
conference. They intended to stay at
the church , where meals would be
provided, and to sleep on the wooden
benches which were used as th e
pews. It was humbling to see their
appetite and delight for the Word of
God.
The conference proper began on
Monday afternoon and continued
until Thursday afternoon. Th e
programme was hectic with four one
hour sessions each morning, starting
at 9.00 a.m ., two one hour sessions
each afternoon, with breaks for
tropical downpours of rain, and two
one hour sessions each evening. At
various times over 100 pastors or
others involved in Christian work
attended, together with many church
members and Christians from all over
the city and further afield.
As time went on I was increasingly
convinced of the need for this type of
conference. Why? The situation in
southern Nigeria is unusual. There
are new churches springing up all
over the city and there is a veneer of
Christianity very evident in society.
However, the health and wealth
'prosperity gospel' is rampant and in
many churches true Christianity has
been eclipsed by unbiblical teaching
which promises much but delivers
nothing of eternal worth. Although
there is still a respect for the Church
among the population, one fears that
unless there is a return to biblical
Christianity a cynicism will set in
when the sham Christianity finally
runs its course. A resurgence of true

gospel ministry in Port Harcourt and
beyond is urgently needed.
On Thursday afternoon we had the
opportunity to host a two hour phone
in discussion programme on Radio
Treasure FM, a radio :;tation with a
200 mile listening radius just outside
Po1t Harcourt. Pastor Joe Jacowitz,
pastor of Christ B ible Church ,
Oakland, California, USA (who had
been a speaker at the conference), Ani
and myself were let loose over the
airwaves answering questions which
flooded in to the radio station. This
was a no-holds-barred opporhmity
with the possibility of very direct
evangelism in the course of
answering questions which ranged
over all sorts of issues - people
claiming to be apostles and prophets
in the church , spiritual gifts,
homosexuality, the authority of the
Bible, women 's ordination, and the
nature of true Christianity. Ani is still
following up enquiries that arose.
Latvia

Erroll Hu lse
This was my first vis it to Latvia, a
country of about 2.5 million
inhabitants. Latvia is about 60
percent Latvian and 35 percent
Russian (about 50:50 in Riga).
Latvian is the official language.
While in the beautifu l city of Riga
(850,000), an important port to the
Baltic for a vast hinterland , I spent
time in the Occupation Museum.
Here recent history is portrayed. In
1940 the Soviets invaded Latvia and
Stalin began immediate ly to destroy
the Latvian people. Leaders were
executed. Large numbers were
deported to Siberia. If Stalin was not

Nicolai Girdyuk and his wife
Natasha
enough, another evil came in the form
of Hitler's invasion . He drove out the
Soviets but brought new terrors with
him, not only the continued
suppression of the Latvians but also
the extermination of the Jews .
Hitler 's armies invaded Russia and
when they were eventually driven out
by the Russians, Latvia again faced
the Soviets. Many fled in horror. On
the way out of the ' Occupation
Museum ' there is a summary posted
in a prominent position to say that
one third of Latvians had been
destroyed in one way or another
during the second world war.
The main purpose of my visit was to
minister over two days, together with
Gerard Hemmings of Twickenham,
London , at the third Bible
Co nference in Latvia. Twelve
churches were represented. Pastor
Hemmings expounded 2 Corinthians
11 and 12 under the title of 'God's
Work and God's Workers '. The
expositions were translated into
Russian. I gave a biography of Martin
Luther and then addressed the
subjects of evangelism and mission .

Malcolm and Ruth Firth and son
Jonathan
Nicolai Girdyuk, who bas attended
the annual Carey Conference was the
principal C?rganiser.
On Sunday it was encouraging to
attend the International Church which
is led by Malcolm Firth of Grace
Baptist Mission. A number of
students from abroad attend. In the
evening Gerard Hemmings preached
at the Salvation Temple. This is the
church that witnessed a remarkable
revival in 1934 under the leadership
of William Fetler and James Stewart,
which is described by Omri Jenkins
in hi s book Five Minutes to Midnight
(EP).
An added privilege for me was to
lecture on the English Puritans in the
Riga
Reformed
Theological
Seminary. The students bad some
knowledge of the Puritans through a
previous visit of Joel Beeke.

USA

A report from Chapel Library
Mount Zion Bible Church (MZBC) is
the name of the church out of which

have been born several ministries, the
best known of which is Chap 1
Library which consists of printing
and publishing books, booklets and
tracts. These materials are printed in a
variety of languages and have a
worldwide distribution.
The late Pastor Shelton (see RT 190
for the Story of Chapel Library)
pioneered MZBC and organised
Chapel Library and all ied ministries.
Steven Frakes coordinates the Mount
Zion Bible Institute correspondence
courses ( 1,3 00 students about 95
percent of whom are inmates). Steven
is co-elder with Jeff Pollard who was
called to be the pastor in July 2002.
MZBC is a small church which holds
to the London Baptist Confessions of
1677 and 1689. The princip le that
ministry outreach should be under the
biblically ordained authority of the
loca l church is held . Since Jeff
Pollard has come the congregati on
has increased and now abou t 80
attend on Sunday mornings which
includes chi ldren. There are now
twenty members.
MZBC 's ministries comprise 14 fl.111
time staff, 5 of whom are volunteers.
This includes three in Mount Zion
Bible Institute, one in the tape
ministry, two in literature orders, one
in the prison ministry, two in the mail
room, tlu·ee in printing, and two in
adm ini stration. It is a foundational
principle and practice that every
worki ng day begins with a substantial
prayer meeting.
Besides printing books, booklets and
tracts (one and a half tons of material
have been sent to USA troops in Iraq)

Steven and Linda Frakes
Chapel Library also produces the 48
page
quarterly
Free
Grace
Broadcaster distribut d freely to
14,500 readers. For each issue there
is a theme. For instance Forgiveness
is the theme of Summer 2003 and has
expositions by Jay Adams, J C Ryle,
CH Spurgeon, John MacArthur, Jim
Wilson (a contemporary American
pastor and author) and John Flavel.
Free Grace literature sent to prisons
in all fifty states of the USA (2,300
facilities in all) is a major work.
During 2003 2,200 free Bibles were
included in dispatch.
Through the tape supply ministry of
an octogenarian Ed Quarterman,
l ,400 cassettes are posted monthly. A
catalogue has been built up over the
years including John Piper and John
MacArthur.
The work is supported by unsolicited
gifts which in 2003 came to
$570,000. An income statement is
published monthly. There are many in
developing countries who have not
had access to Western resources who
gi ve thanks for what has emanated
from the little MZBC.

An Unrivalled Legacy
The Unrivalled Legacy of Jonathan
Edwards
A God-Entranced Vision of all Things
- eleven cassettes
In November 2003 , 2,500 attended a
conference in Minneapolis to
commemorate the birth of Jonathan
Edwards 300 years ago.

A review
Desiring God Ministries , 2601 E.
Franklin Ave., Minneapolis, MN 55406,
USA.
1-888-346-4700. The price for two
boxes of eleven cassettes $50 including
postage.
The eleven sessions can be obtained as
a single MP3 CD .
This can be obtained by
http://www.desiringgod.org/store/index

In this series those who know little of
Edwards should begin with Iain
Murray's address The Life, the Man and
the Legacy and follow that with The
Glory of God and the Reviving of
Religion by J I Packer. To complete the
personal picture listen to Mrs Noel
Piper 's biography of Sarah Edwards, all
of excellent quality.
The first exposition by John Piper, Why
we need Edwards is basic to all that
follows in the conference. He explains
how a single paragraph from Edwards'
writings transformed his life and
ministry. This powerful paragraph
concerns joy in the Trinity. Edwards
exhibited a passion for the supremacy of
God in all things. John Piper declares

John Piper
that the chief end of man is to know God
and enjoy him forever. The way we think
about God is fundamental.
John Piper 's ministry is probably the
closest today to what Edwards was
striving for in his day, namely, Godcentredness and joy in the attributes of
God Triune. There is a further treat in
store for the listener m a stirring
exposition by John Piper on 2
Corinthians 3: 18-4:7.
Outstanding is Mark Dever in his
treatment of Edwards' willingness to
sacrifice his reputation for the sake of
the purity and visibility of the Church.
The Church is where the glory and
holiness of God are displayed. Edwards
saw that this is compromised when those
who are only nominal are given the
priv ileges of church membership. Ever
since Constantine this issue has plagued
the Church . This is why the so-called
Anabaptists laid down their lives in large
numbers at the time of the Reformation.
It was not the style of baptism that they
died for but the doctrine of the purity of
the gathered Church . The Church is not
the world.

I cannot reconun end too hi gh ly Don
Whitney's address . He begins by
opening up Hebrews 13:7 and goes on to
describe the spiritual di sciplines put in
place earl y in Edwards' life . He clearly
portrays Edwards ' Bible-centredn ess,
private prayer, fa mily prayer and ti me
taken daily for so li tude, medi tation and
prayer. His practi ce was to go out on
horseback to the country to meditate and
pray and he would sometimes break out
into spontaneous singing in adorati on
and enjoyment of God. Thi s was often
evoked by the sheer beauty of God 's
creation. In this address Don Whi tney
makes vital applications. For instance he
opens up 1 Timothy 4:16. 'If yo u do
these thin gs you w ill save both yo urself
and yo ur hearers.' If you do this souls
will be saved! He draws atten tion to the
omiss ion of thi s simple pro mi se in
Ameri can evangelical life.
Sam Storms addressed the subject of the
Beauty of H eaven. This wo nde rful
exposition opens up the muc h needed
view that it w ill be a new earth that we
will inhabit. The new earth and heavens
will be ever expanding in scope befo re
us for God is infi nite . Thi s one
exposition could revolutioni se yo ur view
of the next world.
Edwards was a child of his times and
kept slaves. That can come as a shock.
But that was still the same kind of world
that th e apostle Paul li ved in. Sherard
Burns addresses th e subj ect well.
Two cassettes record speaker interviews.
Those times were we ll led and are full of
relevant insights.
There was a notabl e omission in the
conference. Edwards' passion fo r rev ival
and his views of th e future were ignored.
Edwards' call for extraordinary prayer
did not receive attention. Some are
against the idea of praying for rev ival.
What if after seven years of special

praye r there is no answer? Al so there is
doubt about special prayer for revival in
situati ons where there is li ttle practical
effo rt in evan gelism . Praying fo r revival
ca n be hypocritical if those praying are
ask ing God to do their work for them.
A lso it is mi sguided to be pass ive and
adopt the attitude that nothing can
hap pen until God comes.
Yet when we have considered all these
obj ections, Edwards ' short book on
Zechariah 8 :2 0-23 is constra ining and it
is possible to prove that w here hi s
suggestion s ha ve been impl emented ,
th ere the Hol y Spirit has come in
wides pread spi ritual awakening. It is a
shame that th e issue whi ch gave
Jonathan Edwa rd s the titl e ' The
Theologian of Rev ival' and hi s place in
Church history was muffl ed 111 an
othe rwise great confe rence.

An update on sales by the Banner
of Truth
)-listory
of
the
Work
of
gedemption, 448 pp hbk £14-50 just published to mark the 300th
anniversary of Edwards.
,Jonathan Edwards ' Biography,
503 pp hbk £15-50 - just reprinted
for the 6th time.
Jhe Works of Edwards, 2 vols,
hbk f55-95 - selling about 200
sets per year.
,Jonathan Edwards on Knowing
Christ, 280 pp pbk , [5-50 - selling
about 900 copies per year.
,Jonathan Edwards on Revival ,
168 pp page pbk , £:4-50 - selling
about 900 copies per year.
Charity and its Fruits, 384 pp pbk ,
£6-3 0 - selling around 1000
copies per year.
The F\eligious Affections , 382 pp
pbk , £6-50 - sellinf~ about 1800
copies per year.
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